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Reduction of surface acoustic wave resonator normal acceleration sensitivity using piezoelectric actuators
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We attach a piezoelectric actuator to a surface acoustic wave resonator under normal acceleration to reduce its acceleration sensitivity. It is shown theoretically that under a given acceleration, the acceleration induced frequency shift in the resonator can be reduced or even completely eliminated when a proper electric field is applied to the piezoelectric actuator. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3236750]

Crystal resonators are key components of oscillators for frequency generation and operation with extensive applications in time keeping, telecommunication, sensing, and control. These devices are often mounted on objects in motion, e.g., helicopters, missiles, and satellites. Resonators are usually made of crystal plates. They operate with either bulk acoustic waves or surface acoustic waves (SAW). When a resonator is under acceleration, the inertial force due to the acceleration causes initial or biasing deformations and stresses in the resonator, which produce frequency shifts in the resonator. For the above applications, resonator acceleration sensitivity needs to be minimized or, ideally, eliminated through design. The study of resonator acceleration sensitivity has been a key topic and is of current interest for both military and civilian applications.1–4 At present existing technologies allow the reduction of resonator acceleration sensitivity to about 10−10/g. The goal of the U.S. Army Communication and Electronics Command has been to further, significant reduction to meet the military need.

Recently it has been proposed to apply a biasing electric field to a quartz resonator to use the electric field induced deformation to reduce the acceleration-frequency effect.7 Quartz is a material with very weak electromechanical coupling. Hence, the electric field induced deformation is very small. More recently, it has also been suggested8,9 that a layer of a piezoelectric material with strong electromechanical coupling, e.g., polarized ceramics, be attached to a crystal resonator to enhance the electric field induced deformation for electric field sensing. Motivated by Refs. 7–9, we propose to attach a piezoelectric layer to a crystal plate SAW resonator for the reduction of its normal acceleration sensitivity. The piezoelectric layer serves as an actuator. Under a given acceleration, a proper electric field is determined and applied to the piezoelectric actuator to induce deformation in the structure to reduce the effect of the acceleration induced deformation and thereby reducing the resonator acceleration sensitivity. Specifically, we perform a theoretical analysis on SAW silicon and germanium resonators on a piezoelectric ceramic layer under a normal acceleration to demonstrate the idea.

Consider a homogeneous material body occupying a region V. The body is free from any deformations and fields. The mass density is ρ0. The second- and third-order elastic constants are cK_Ly and cK_LyAB respectively. Suppose that the governing equations and boundary conditions allow a linear acoustic mode with frequency ω and displacement u_0. When an initial displacement field w with initial stress T_0 and initial strain S_{KL}=(w_{KL}+w_{KL})/2 is applied, the frequency of the mode is perturbed a little and is denoted by ω+Δω. The frequency shift due to the initial fields is represented by the following integral from a first-order perturbation analysis,10

$$\frac{\Delta \omega}{\omega} \approx \frac{1}{2\omega^2} \int \left[ \dot{c}_{K_Ly} \ddot{u}_y + c_{K_LyAB} \ddot{u}_M \right] dV,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \dot{c}_{K_Ly} is the modification of the second-order elastic constants by the initial fields and is given by10

$$\dot{c}_{K_Ly} = c_{K_Ly}^{0} \ddot{e}_{y} + c_{K_LyAB}^{0} \ddot{u}_M + c_{K_LyAB}^{0} \ddot{u}_M.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In order to use Eq. (1), two things are needed. One is the initial field w which in our case is induced by acceleration. The other is the unperturbed mode \dot{u}_0 in the absence of the initial fields. They will be determined separately in the following.

We determine the acceleration induced biasing deformation first. Consider the two-layered plate under normal acceleration as shown in Fig. 1. The plate is assumed to be thin in the sense that its in-plane dimension is much larger than its
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**FIG. 1.** A crystal plate with a piezoelectric layer.
total thickness \((2L \gg 2h)\). The thickness of the silicon layer is much larger than the wavelength of the SAWs we are considering so that the SAWs at the top of the silicon layer do not feel the interface between the two layers. The ceramic layer is poled in the \(X_1\) direction. It is electroded at both ends and an axial electric field is applied. We consider plane-strain (cylindrical) deformation of the plate. Since the combined plate is asymmetric about its middle plane, the middle plane experiences both extension and flexure. We use the coupled theory for extension and elementary (Kirchhoff) flexure.\(^{11}\)

Let \(w_2^{(0)}\) and \(w_1^{(0)}\) be the middle plane flexural and extensional displacements and \(N, M,\) and \(Q\) be the plate extensional force, bending moment, and transverse shear force, respectively. In the case of static and plane-strain deformation, the relevant equations of motion take the following form:\(^{11}\)

\[
N_{,1} = 0, \quad (3a)
\]
\[
Q_{,1} = (\rho_1 h_1 + \rho_2 h_2) a_2, \quad (3b)
\]
\[
Q = M_{,1}. \quad (3c)
\]

Equation \((3a)\) is for extension. Eq. \((3b)\) is for flexure. Eq. \((3c)\) is a moment equation which provides the shear force-bending moment relation in the Kirchhoff theory. The plate constitutive equations connecting the plate resultants and the plate displacements are given by

\[
N = \int_{-h}^{h} T_{11} dX_2 = a_{11} w_{1,1}^{(0)} - h_1 e_{11}^p E_1 + b_{11} w_{2,11}^{(0)},
\]
\[
M = \int_{-h}^{h} T_{11} X_2 dX_2 = -\gamma_{11} w_{2,11}^{(0)} - b_{11} w_{1,1}^{(0)} - \frac{h_1 h_2}{2} e_{11}^p E_1, \quad (4)
\]

where

\[
a_{11} = h_1 c_{11}^p + h_2 \bar{c}_{11}, \quad b_{11} = -\frac{1}{2} (e_{11}^p - \bar{e}_{11}) h_1 h_2,
\]
\[
\gamma_{11} = \frac{1}{12} c_{11}^p (h_1^3 + 3h_1 h_2^2) + \frac{1}{12} \bar{c}_{11} (h_2^3 + 3h_2 h_1^2),
\]
\[
\bar{c}_{11} = c_{11} - c_{12}^2 / c_{22}.
\]

For flexure we consider a simply-supported plate without end deflection and end moments. For extension we consider the case when the two ends are free without axial forces. To make the extensional displacement field unique, we consider the case when the plate center has no axial displacement. Then the plate extensional and flexural displacements under the acceleration \(a_2\) and the applied electric field \(E_1\) are found to be

\[
\begin{align*}
 w_1^{(0)} &= A e_{11}^p E_1 X_1 - b_{11} C L^2 X_1 + \frac{1}{2} b_{11} CX_1^3, \\
 w_2^{(0)} &= \frac{5}{12} b_{11} C L^4,
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
A = \frac{h_1}{a_{11}^2} + \frac{1}{2} h_1 h_2 b_{11}, \quad B = -\frac{1}{2} h_1 h_2 a_{11} - h_1 b_{11}, \\
C = \frac{1}{a_{11}^2} (p_1 h_1 + p_2 h_2) a_2.
\]

Then the displacement field \(w\) can be calculated from the plate extension and flexure through

\[
\begin{align*}
 w_1 &= w_1^{(0)}(X_1) - X_2 w_2^{(0)}_{,11} \quad (9a), \\
 w_2 &= w_2^{(0)} \quad (9b), \\
 w_3 &= 0. \quad (9c)
\end{align*}
\]

The displacement gradients needed in the perturbation integral can be calculated as follows. \(w_{1,1}\) and \(w_{2,1}\) can be directly obtained from differentiating Eq. \((9a)\). \(w_{2,1}\) can be obtained from differentiating Eq. \((9b)\). \(w_{2,2}\) is obtained from the stress relaxation condition \(T_2 = 0\) for thin plates.

Next we determine the unperturbed SAW modes. The SAWs are propagating along the top surface of the silicon plate in Fig. 1. Since the wavelength of the SAWs is much shorter than the thickness of the silicon plate, to the SAWs the silicon plate is effectively a half space. We consider Rayleigh surface waves with frequency \(\omega\), wave number \(k\) in the \(X_1\) direction, phase speed \(V_R = \omega / k\), and displacement \(u_\omega\). We are interested in silicon and germanium which are of cubic symmetry \((m3m)\) and allow plane-strain motions with \(u_{11} = 0\) and \(\quad \partial \bar{z} / \partial t = 0\). Rayleigh waves over a half space of \(m3m\) crystals with a traction-free boundary surface are given by\(^{12}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
 u_1 &= \exp (-2 \pi \beta \bar{X}_2 / \lambda_R) \cos \left(2 \pi g \frac{\bar{X}_2}{\lambda_R} + \alpha \right) \\
 & \quad \times \left[ \omega \left( t - \frac{\bar{X}_1}{V_R} \right) - \alpha \right], \\
 u_2 &= - r \exp (-2 \pi \beta \bar{X}_2 / \lambda_R) \cos \left(2 \pi g \frac{\bar{X}_2}{\lambda_R} - \alpha \right) \\
 & \quad \times \left[ \omega \left( t - \frac{\bar{X}_1}{V_R} \right) - \alpha \right],
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\beta, \lambda_R, \gamma, \omega, V_R,\) and \(r\) depend on material parameters. \(\bar{X}_1 = X_1\) and \(\bar{X}_2 = X_2 + h\). For use in Eq. \((1)\), we need to expand Eq. \((10)\) into \(\cos \omega t\) and \(\sin \omega t\) terms and use the coefficient of either \(\cos \omega t\) or \(\sin \omega t\).

With the initial fields in Eqs. \((9)\) and the unperturbed modes in Eq. \((10)\), we are ready to calculate the perturbation integral in Eq. \((1)\). We are interested in surface waves with frequencies around \(f = 1\) GHz. The corresponding wavelength is \(\lambda = 4.92 \times 10^{-3}\) mm for silicon and \(2.92 \times 10^{-3}\) mm for germanium. For geometric parameters the thickness of the silicon or germanium layer is of the order of 0.1 mm which is much larger than the SAW wavelength. For the piezoelectric substrate we use lead zirconate titanate-5H (PZT-5H). For silicon and germanium, the wave parameters in Eq. \((10)\) can be determined as

\[
\begin{align*}
 V_R &= 4917 \text{ m/s}, \quad g = 0.4556, \quad \beta = 0.4556, \\
 r &= 1.226, \quad \alpha = 58^{\circ} 1',
\end{align*}
\]
The effect of the layer thicknesses is complicated. Under a positive $a_2$, the inertial forces point up along $-X_2$. In this case the top surface of the silicon or germanium layer is stretched. When a positive electric field is applied to the ceramic layer, since for PZT-5H the relevant piezoelectric strain constant $d_{33}$ is positive, the piezoelectric layer tends to elongate which induces both bending and extension of the two-layered plate. The electric-field-induced bending reduces the acceleration-induced stretch at the top surface of the silicon layer and hence reduces the acceleration sensitivity but the extension does the opposite. Therefore there are two different situations depending on whether the piezoelectric layer is relatively thick or not. When the piezoelectric layer is not thick, its tendency to elongate mainly induces bending of the two-layered plate which is helpful for acceleration reduction. When the piezoelectric layer is thick, its elongation tends to stretch the two layered plate in addition to producing bending. This stretching effect is countering some of the bending effect and therefore the reduction of the frequency shift becomes less effective.

In summary, we have shown that the normal acceleration sensitivity of a SAW resonator with an attached piezoelectric layer under an applied electric field depends on the electric field linearly. This effect can be used to reduce the normal acceleration sensitivity of the resonator. With a proper electric field the acceleration sensitivity can be completely eliminated.
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